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Controlling Sandspurs in Central 

Florida Lawns 

NOW IS THE TIME!! 
Joe Sewards 

Urban Horticulture Agent  

and Master Gardener Coordinator 

 
Scientific Name: Cenchrus echinatus L.  

Family: Gramineae (Poaceae), Grass 

Family  

I am trying to protect 

you! From what, you 

might ask? From 

sandspurs, I say! But, 

you don‘t have a 

problem with sand-

spurs now; you have 

a problem with them 

later in the summer. Yes, I know but, in 

order to effectively control sandspurs you 

need to understand its biology. Let‘s clar-

ify some terms that we will use to under-

stand sandspurs and their control. 

Sandspur is an annual weed. That means 

that it germinates, grows to maturity and 

produces seeds in one growing season. 

The parent plant will die leaving behind 

seeds that will lie dormant until the next 

growing season.  

Annual weeds like that can be controlled 

with pre-emergent herbicides. Pre-

emergent herbicides, when applied ac-

cording to label directions effectively con-

trol annual weeds but, timing is abso-

lutely critical and, it depends on the 

weed. Sandspur germinates in the spring 

so; applying a pre-emergent herbicide 

now should significantly reduce the num-

ber of sandspur plants that you will have 

to deal with in the summer/fall. 

Sandspur is also a monocot, just like lawn 

grass. Being a monocot, it is difficult to 

control selectively in the lawn once the 

plant has germinated. There are a few 

post-emergent herbicides that will con-

trol sandspur but, they can be expensive 

and, if not applied strictly in accordance 

with the label directions, they can damage 

turf. Remember, a post-emergent herbi-

cide is one that kills plants that are ac-

tively growing. 

A selective herbicide is one that will kill 

a certain kind of plant and not others. 

Most turf herbicides are selective for di-

cots. Dollarweed is an example of a dicot 

(dicotyledonous weed). There are a few 

that will kill monocots (like grasses) and 

not dicots too. 

Field sandspur is a summer annual grassy 

weed (monocot) that can be found in 

home lawns, sports fields, parks and along 

roadsides. This weed is especially adapted 

to dry, sandy soils but can be found grow-

ing 
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in other types of soils as well. The big problem with 

this weed is the sharp, spiny burs that are part of the 

inflorescence. These burs can be painful and are diffi-

cult to remove from clothing material. Field sand-

spurs generally start germinating in late spring and 

will continue to germinate until late summer or early 

fall months. This weed will continue to grow until the 

first hard frost or freeze occurs in the fall.  

Field sandspurs are generally not a problem in well 

maintained turfgrass areas. With proper fertilization, 

mowing and irrigation, you can produce a turf that is 

dense enough to prevent sandburs from becoming a 

problem. However, if field sandspurs do become a 

problem there are effective herbicides that can be 

used to control this particular weed. The most effec-

tive and efficient method of control is to use a pre-

emergent herbicide. Table 1 contains a list of the pre-

emergent herbicides that have sandspurs listed as a 

weed that is controlled by the chemical in the herbi-

cide. To be effective, these pre-emergent herbicidess 

need to be applied before weed seeds germinate 

(RIGHT NOW!)-- generally when the soil tempera-

ture (NOT the air temperature) reaches 52 degrees F.  

This usually occurs by March 15 in the central Flor-

ida area.  

In north Florida areas, apply the pre-emergent by 

April 1 and in southern areas of the state by March 1. 

(Note: in Florida, during mild winters the field sand-

bur plants will survive and act like a perennial weed). 

In these cases, a pre-emergent herbicide will not be as 

effective in controlling these particular plants, but 

will work on any of the seeds that try to germinate.  

To insure complete control of germinating sandspurs 

in heavily infested areas, extend the residual of the 

herbicide barrier in the soil and thus extend the length 

of control period by making applications of the pre-

emergent herbicide EVERY 6 WEEKS through 

August. In areas with a light infestation of grass 

burrs, two applications that are 6 weeks apart and af-

ter the initial application should control seed germina-

tion. As always, the pre-emergent application needs 

to be watered in thoroughly. Not applying enough 

water after application of a pre-emergent herbicide is 

one of the main reasons for failure to effectively ob-

tain control of the annual grassy weeds such as sand-

burs.  

As the sandbur matures, it becomes more difficult to 

obtain effective control. A few years ago, I discov-

ered that by mixing some Imazaquin ( Image ) 

works fairly well as a post-emergent herbicide to 

enhance the control of field sandspur that man-

ages to germinate. Always follow the label direc-

tions of the product(s) that you apply. They have 

been tested for maximum effectiveness. Applying 

more than what the label calls for is not only unneces-

sary, it is illegal. 

REMEMBER: A dense stand of healthy grass pro-

vides the best weed control. Because most weeds are 

"opportunists" that invade weakened lawns, the fight 

against weeds starts with good management. All cul-

tural practices such as mowing, fertilizing and water-

ing should be done in a manner and time that will fa-

vor the grass rather than the weeds. Height of mow-

ing influences competition against weeds such as 

crabgrass - the higher the cut, the lower the infesta-

tion. Frequent light sprinkling encourages shallow-

rooted weeds and seed germination. Less frequent 

"deep-soak" watering that maintains a dry surface 

layer provides the grass with a competitive advan-

tage.  

Temperature, light, soil moisture and other factors 

determine the time and extent of weed germination 

and development. Some weeds germinate in early 

spring while others sprout in summer or fall. If condi-

tions are favorable, a weed may be particularly abun-

dant in a given year, but under different conditions 

the next year, it may be little in evidence. 

Before weeds sprout from seeds apply two to four 

weeks ahead of germination. Less effective control 

may be expected if applied more than a month before 

germination. Applications should not be made until 

excess lawn clippings and leaf litter are removed. Irri-

gating immediately after application will help move 

materials down to the soil.  

After weeds appear liquid sprays are more effective 

than dry materials, especially on hard-to-kill weeds. 

Apply post-emergence materials when weeds are 

growing vigorously. Tough old weeds are hard to kill, 

and if mature seeds are already formed, the lawn is 

likely to be infested again next year. Amine forms are 

safest because they give off fewer vapors that might 

damage other plants.  

Volatile ester formulations should not be used around 

ornamental plants. Select a time when winds are calm 

to prevent spray drift. Using wax bars or granules  
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Fertilizer-herbicide 

combinations are ex-

tremely popular be-

cause they combine two 

operations. Combina-

t ions  wi th  pre-

emergence chemicals 

are generally effective 
since both the fertilizer and herbicide action are de-

pendent on contact with the soil. Post-emergence her-

bicide action depends more on absorption by leaves, 

and granules in such combinations do not adhere well 

to smooth-surfaced leaves. They will stick better if 

applied when weed leaves are damp. "Weed and 

feed" materials present a conflict in desirable ac-

tions. Proper time for weed control often does not 

coincide with the most desirable time and rates for 

fertilizing. If used for follow-up fertilizations, there 

is danger of herbicide overdose. The University of 

Florida does not recommend applications of ―weed 

and feed‖ fertilizers. Again, the optimal time to apply 

pre-emergent herbicides isn‘t necessarily the best 

time to apply fertilizers in Florida.  

Equipment  

Fertilizer spreaders can be used for applying granular 

herbicides. Be sure to adjust the spreader to apply 

recommended rates. If possible, apply half the desired 

rate in one direction and the remaining half at right 

angles to the first application. Pre-emergent herbi-

cides are available both as granular application and as 

liquid, spray applications. 

Eliminating weeds is of little value unless enough de-

sirable grass is present to fill in bare spots. If the turf 

is so weak that it will not recover once weeds are 

eliminated, consider patching bare areas with sod or 

grass plugs. Be sure you follow UF/IFAS recommen-

dations for turf fertility and water efficiently. Don‘t 

water just because you can! Water when the grass is 

beginning to get dry. Study soil and other conditions 

to determine reasons for low vigor of the original turf.  

As always, if you have questions about herbicides, 

fertilizers, efficient irrigation practices or other gar-

den and landscape-related questions, you can call the 

UF/IFAS Extension in Volusia County at 386-822-

5778 and ask to speak with a Master Gardener. You 

can also e-mail us at: mastergardener@volusia.org. 

 

Table 1. Pre-emergent Herbicides Labeled for Sand-

spur Control  

Pendimethalin 

Oryzalin 

Benefin/Oryzalin 

Prodiamine 

These are sold under a number of brand names. Be 

sure to read the label to find the active ingredient and 

application directions. 

 

 

 

 

“The single greatest lesson the garden teaches is 

that our relationship to the planet need not be zero-

sum, and that as long as the sun still shines and 

people still can plan and plant, think and do, we 

can, if we bother to try, find ways to provide for our-

selves without diminishing the world. ” 

― Michael Pollan, The Omnivore's Dilemma: A 

Natural History of Four Meals  

 

“In my garden there is a large place for sentiment.  

My garden of flowers is also my garden of 

thoughts and dreams.  The thoughts grow as freely 

as the flowers, and the dreams are as beautiful.”   

~Abram L. Urban 

 

mailto:mastergardener@volusia.org
http://www.goodreads.com/author/show/2121.Michael_Pollan
http://www.goodreads.com/work/quotes/3287769
http://www.goodreads.com/work/quotes/3287769
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The Dew 
 

The dew is pretty important.  It‘s there for a reason, 

and not just to facilitate rust on your vehicles.  Dew is 

part of the evaporation/condensation cycle of the 

earth in which the sun heats up the earth  during the 

day and draws up into the atmosphere water in the 

form of a gas known as vapor; thus, evaporation – to 

dry out or draw off in the form of vapor.  You may 

ask where this vapor comes from: it comes from the 

earth itself, the lakes, oceans, and from the transpira-

tion (losing of water vapor) of plants.  Then, when 

the sun goes down, the atmosphere cools and some of 

the water vapor molecules start to band together.  The 

heat moves further up into the atmosphere and takes 

with it more of the water vapor which forms clouds. 

When the earth cools as the lower atmosphere cools, 

there is a temperature at which the air can no longer 

hold all the vapor (because cooler air is more dense), 

and the vapor molecules that band together turn into 

liquid which falls.  This temperature at which the 

cooler air can no longer hold the water vapor is 

known as the dew point.  The higher this dew point 

temperature is, the better chance of rain.  The dew 

point temperature is best measured at sunset when the 

air is cooling.   

Dew can‘t compete with rain, but, in the plant king-

dom, it is essential.  The dew gives moisture to plants 

so their stomata, the tiny leaf pores through which 

they take in carbon dioxide and give off oxygen, stay 

open.  If the weather is very dry, the stomata will 

close to conserve moisture and the plant will stop growing 

and photosynthesizing.    This accounts for the tropi-

cal overgrowth of plants in humid zones  as com-

pared to the sparser plant growth in desert regions.  

But leaves of plants that stay too wet for too long are 

subject to fungal disease.  Since the roots are what 

take in the nutrients, in late morning when the dew 

evaporates once again, leaves have a chance to dry 

off.  Some sources recommend watering late morn-

ing, after the dew has evaporated, but still early 

enough to allow leaves to dry off before evening.   

But this seems a little too ideal a practice, especially 

in water restricted areas. 

Water vapor in the air traps infrared energy which 

would radiate upward from the earth‘s surface and so 

it is a greenhouse gas; but as a result, humid regions 

have less cooling at night which means less severe 

temperature drops.   

Seedlings and the mosses and lichens benefit from 

dew as well as all plants, mammals which eat plants, 

reptiles that eat mammals, and insects too.  Insect de-

velopment is more favorable in humid environments, 

and a myriad of insects derive their water needs from 

dew, although many herbivorous insects and the 

chewers and suckers take water directly from leaves.  

In arid regions, dew is collected by man and used a 

source of drinking water, a practice that has gone on 

for centuries.  So you see, though you may be an-

noyed at the rust on your car, the moldy blight and 

decay of your lawn furniture and yard art, and the 

downright insolence of the snails, you can‘t carry a 

grudge against the dew—rather be thankful  for the 

continuing nourishing and re-nourishing cycle that 

benefits all.    

 Rebecca Turner 

If dandelions were hard to grow, they would be most welcome on any lawn. 

 ~Andrew Mason 

Gardening is a matter of your enthusiasm holding up until your back gets used 

to it.                    ~Author Unknown 

I have never had so many good ideas day after day as when I worked in the gar-

den.                                ~John Erskine 

Weeds are nature's graffiti.      ~Janice Maeditere 
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Pollination & Bees 
 

Honey bees are responsible 

for about 1/3 of everything 

we eat.  However, pollinators 

in general are responsible for 

the continuation of about 90% 

of the flowering plants on the 

planet.  How important is 

that?  Food, clean air, habit 

for much animal life... could 

this possibly have something 

to do with our survival? 

How about some basics? 

Pollination... the transfer of pollen from the 

male plant parts (anther) to the female plant 

parts (stigma).  This is not fertilization. 

Pollenizer... a plant that provides pollen 

Pollinator... biologic that mechanically trans-

ports pollen from anthers to stigmas 

Fertilization... sperm from the pollen combin-

ing with the plants‘ eggs...  

A pollinator pollinates accidentally.  Honey bees 

don't get up in the morning, hold a meeting and de-

cide to help plants have babies.  Honey bees have a 

small electric charge as does plant pollen but opposite 

in charge.  The static charge attracts the pollen to the 

bee.  Their plumose hairs then hold onto the pollen 

until it rubs off on something which, hopefully, is a 

plant's stigma that needs the pollen.  So, what the 

heck is a plumose hair?  Honey bee hair ends are split 

(don't panic ladies).  The split ends trap and hold the 

pollen.  Pretty good design. 

If the honey bee is on a pollen gathering mission it 

will put some plant nectar on its front leg and wipe 

the hairs on its body.  The pollen sticks to the nectar.  

The bee then rubs the foreleg on its hind leg where 

the pollen basket (corbicula) resides.  The pollen col-

lects in the corbiculae and forms pollen balls which 

are very visible on a bee's hind legs.  The bee collects 

an amount of pollen almost equal to its body weight 

and flies back to the hive (up to 3 miles in normal 

conditions and up to 6 miles in times of dearth).  The 

pollen ball is put in a cell in the comb with other pol-

len balls.  Nurse bees in the hive push the pollen with 

their heads to compress it in the cell... funny to watch. 

Why go to all this trouble?  The bee larvae need to be 

fed bee bread (pollen mixed with honey) in order to 

develop properly and eventually pupate.  Young bees 

also need pollen to properly complete their develop-

ment.  Pollen is the bees' protein, lipid (fats), mineral 

and vitamin source.  Honey is their carbohydrate 

source.  Adult bees can live on honey alone for ex-

tended periods but not larvae or young bees. 

When a honey 

bee forages it 

only forages for 

one thing at a 

time.  Each honey 

bee is looking for 

pollen, nectar, 

water or sap (for 

propolis).  A sin-

gle honey bee 

does not collect a 

bit of everything.  

Some how the colony is able to instruct bees what to 

collect (topic for another column perhaps).  The pres-

ence of a lot of brood (larvae) is one driving force for 

the colony to increase the collection of pollen.  The 

larvae have a pheromone (scent) that adult bees rec-

ognize as being from the brood.  The more intense the 

scent the more pollen will be collected.  Isn't Mother 

Nature clever? Note: because solitary bees, unlike 

honey bees, do not have a colony to help out they will 

collect more than one type of forage in a flight. 

Different insect pollinators have different ways of 

collecting pollen.  Some have hairs under their abdo-

men and others with a lot of hairs only on the legs.  

All have evolved to work in harmony with the plants.  

All pollinators cannot/do not pollinate all plants.  

That is why having native pollinators in addition to 

honey bees is so important.  Native pollinators have 

evolved with native plants.  They are 'engineered' to 

work together.  It is important to always keep in mind 

that everything in nature is somehow related to every-

thing else.  It is an awe inspiring world we live on. 

Lagniappe: Note to spelling bee (pun intended) con-

testants: honey bee is correctly spelled as two words 

not one. 
 

The sun, with all those planets revolving around it 

and dependent on it, can still ripen a bunch of 

grapes as if it had nothing else in the universe to do. 

 ~Galileo 

David Cappaert, Michigan 
State University, Bugwood.org 

 

Honey bee carrying pollen 

David Cappaert, Michigan State 
University, Bugwood.org 
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Newly Sprouted Crop 

Master Gardener Class of 2014 
 

               
                BRIDGET BIRD                 HOWARD DeBERRY               CRYSTAL HUGHES                     DEE JEREX 

        
   DONNA KEARNS                                DIANE KING                        MARJORY KLINE                   GLENDA McDANIEL 

                            
               ROD NEFF                             LIllIAN SATTERLEE                 WENDE SCHWERING                  PAULA STAUDT 

                         
                           JANET THIEMAN                             SUE VALEZ                     CONNIE VAN BROCKLIN 
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Need It? Find It! 
Looking for gardening or gardening related information?  Check out this list for a lot of useful information. 

Want to know what plants are considered invasive?  Check out the Florida Exotic Pest Plant Council‘s web 

site… http://www.fleppc.org/list/list.htm 

The National Gardening Association aims to teach children about gardening and to support school gardens.   

You can view their web site at… http://www.garden.org/ 

Want to learn more about Integrated Pest Management (IPM) and reduce or possibly eliminate the use of 

pesticides?  The University of Florida to the rescue… http://ipm.ifas.ufl.edu/ 

The Institute for Systematic Botany web site has details of what native and naturalized plants exist is Flor-

ida.  The Atlas of Florida Vascular Plants database is searchable by county and by plant…  

http://www.florida.plantatlas.usf.edu/ 

Wildflowers… gotta love ‗em,,, Florida Wildflowers Growers Cooperative…  

http://www.floridawildflowers.com/ 

Pesticide labeling information from the University of Florida… http://pested.ifas.ufl.edu/

labels_and_msds.html 

Do all those Latin botanical names seem like Greek to you?  This site will help you with pronounce ―plant‖ 

like a native.. http://www.finegardening.com/pguide/pronunciation-guide-to-botanical-latin.aspx 

 

The listing of a web site is for information purposes only and does not imply approval or recommendation of a 

product or service. 

Master Gardener Program Vision Statement 
 

To be the most trusted resource for horticultural education in Florida 

 

Master Gardener Program Mission Statement 
 

To assist extension agents in providing research based horticultural 

education to Florida residents 

Like us on Facebook…  
www.facebook.com/ UniversityOfFloridaIfasVolusiaCountyExtension   

http://www.fleppc.org/list/list.htm
http://www.garden.org/
http://ipm.ifas.ufl.edu/
http://www.florida.plantatlas.usf.edu/
http://www.floridawildflowers.com/
http://pested.ifas.ufl.edu/labels_and_msds.html
http://pested.ifas.ufl.edu/labels_and_msds.html
http://www.finegardening.com/pguide/pronunciation-guide-to-botanical-latin.aspx
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*****Family Album***** 
 

Photos from Myrna Moore 

Yellow Trumpet Tree—Tabbebuia Serrotifolia—Mary Wright 
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Can You Name This?Can You Name This?Can You Name This?   

Syagrus romanzoffiana: 

Queen Palm 
 

The Queen Palm is found throughout  most tropical or 

subtropical areas It is native of South America such as 

parts of Brazil and Argentina. The palm fronds are 

feathery and they arch. The leaflets are green with a 

waxy appearance and can reach a length of more than 

30 inches. The trunk is grey, smooth with ridges and 

can grow up to 50ft high with a spread of 23ft depend-

ing on the environment. They flower in the summer 

with white blossoms. The flowers are followed by a 

bright orange edible fruit. The flavor is comparable to 

banana mixed with plum. Fruit drop can be a problem 

as some fruit clusters from large palms can weigh in 

excess of 100 lbs.. They also accumulate on the 

ground and grow unwanted seedlings. Queen Palms 

are hardy  and which grows best in our zone 9b thru 

11. They are salt tolerant and fast growing, which 

makes it a popular palm in landscapes The Queen 

Palm prefers acidic, sandy soil that drains well. They 

prefer bright sun exposure. 

As the palm grows, so does the root base so when wa-

tering understand that most absorption occurs at the 

root tips. This fast growing palm develops a large root 

base but in shallow soil so there is a potential for the 

large palms to topple with excessive strong winds. 

Pruning this palm should be done between September 

and November. Many times this may not be necessary 

as the dead palm froths drop off. If you elect to prune 

only remove palm fronds that are brown or dead. Pest 

can be a problem as caterpillars and snail can thrive at 

the base of the palm fronds 

The queen palm is moderately drought tolerant when 

established, and only requires fertilization three times 

a year, spring summer, and early fall. 

What is interesting is that in some parts of the world 

the palm fronds and flowers are feed to cows, espe-

cially milking cows. 

In Australia the Queen Palm is considered an invasive 

species and is classified as such. In Florida it is classi-

fied as Class II invasive. That means invasive exotics 

that have increased in abundance or frequency but 

have not yet altered Florida plant communities to the 

extent shown by Category I species. 

These species may become ranked Category I, if eco-

logical damage is demonstrated. 

     Myrna Moore 

 

"The best way to garden is to put on a wide-brimmed straw hat and some 

old clothes. And with a hoe in one hand and a cold drink in the other, 

tell someone else where to dig." 

- Texas Bix Bender 
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March &April 2014 Calendar of Public Events 

 

Volusia County Agricultural Center 

3151 E. New York Ave. (S.R. 44),  

Deland, FL 32724 
At the Volusia County Fair Grounds 

 

West Volusia… 386-822-5778 

Daytona Beach… 386-257-6012 

New Smyrna Beach… 386-423-3368 

Email questions to… mastergardener@volusia.org 

Can You Name This—Answers 
The plant is a potato about one week old 

The bird is the Great Horned Owl 

Event Date Location 

Water-Wise Garden Fair 3/1/14 Neew Smyrna Beach 

speaker needed - rose talk 3/2/14 Wisperwood Homeowners 

Ask a Master Gardener/Plant clinic 3/3/14 Ormond Beach Library 

History of Gardening (1.5 CEU) 3/8/14 Debary Historic Hall 

Club Presentation 3/10/14 Lake Helen Garden Club House 

Bromeliads 3/12/14 Pierson Garden Club 

Roses (1 CEU) 3/13/14 Debary Historic Hall 

The Florida Friendly Lawn - Cost: $5 (2 CEUs) 3/15/14 Ag Center 

Sugar Mill Garden Q&A 3/19/14 Sugar Mill Garden 

Tree Diseases of Central Florida (1 CEU) 3/20/14 Ormond Beach Library 

Antique Roses- rose propagation 3/20/14 Halifax Plantation 

Container Gardening 3/27/14 NSB Baptist Church 

Azaleas & Camelias (1 CEU) 3/27/14 Debary Historic Hall 

N-J Home and Garden Show 3/28/14 Daytona Beach Ocean Center 

Wildflower Festival 3/29/14 Downtown Deland 

Plant Faire Preview 4/4/14 Ag Center 

Plant Faire 4/5/14 Ag Center 

Ask a Master Gardener/Plant clinic 4/7/14 Ormond Beach Library 

Native Plants (1 CEU) 4/10/14 Debary Historic Hall 

Stone Fruit for the Home Landscape - Cost: $5 (2 
CEUs) 4/12/14 Ag Center 

Pruning (1.5 CEU) 4/12/14 Debary Historic Hall 

Sugar Mill Garden Q&A  4/16/14 Sugar Mill Garden 

Composting & Rain Barrels (1 CEU) 4/17/14 Ormond Beach Library 

Office closed - Good Friday 4/18/14 Office Closed 

Wild Flowers(1 CEU) 4/24/14 Debary Historic Hall 


